Batch Mode
Safe Label System

®

Codonics SLS 500i Point of Care Station (PCS) is perfectly suited for pharmacy or the
hectic environments of the OR, ICU and PACU where duplicate labels are often required.

In the hospital pharmacy, it is commonplace to prepare medications in batches where multiple copies of the same label are
required. The OR, ICU and PACU often have the need for multiple identical labels for IV applications, where the IV bag, the line,
the catheter, and the pump must all be labeled alike. Multiple copies of the same label is a requirement when multiple syringes
from a single multi-dose vial are prepared in advance or if multiple syringes of the same medication are required for a single case.

Based on the hospital’s on-board, site-specific formulary, the system electronically verifies each and every vial and/or ampoule
in hand as a first line of defense to prevent medication errors, such as with dangerous look-alike drugs and hard to read
vials and ampoules.

With a click from the touch screen to select “batch” printing, a user simply enters the number of identical labels to be printed and,
if desired, the lot number. When the user is ready, they quickly scan the container barcode of the drug in hand on SLS PCS and the
system visually and audibly identifies the drug and concentration. SLS PCS prints easy-to-read, full color labels on demand that
contain all of the elements required by the Joint Commission, and labels can be immediately applied to syringes. The user can
select to have the labels presented individually or in a strip. Labels can also accommodate two sets of initials as needed,
when one person prepared the label but not the syringe or when a second check for safety is required.
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KEY BENEFITS

Additional Advantages:

• Electronically identifies parenteral vial
to prevent drug selection errors
• Fast, easy touch screen entry of the
desired number of identical labels
to be printed (0 to 999)
• Optional on-screen entry of lot
number for each batch of labels
to be printed

• Touch screen selection of individually
cut or strip cut labels
• Touch screen display shows printing
status (such as “Printing 10 of 250”)
• Configurable per unit

Optional lot number
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Call Codonics today at 800.444.1198 or visit
www.codonics.com for more information.
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